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Vote for Riga to study # Russian!

Why Latvia?

 No VISA for citizens of the EU, the USA, Brazil, Mexico, Japan, South Korea and

other countries.
 Direct low cost flights from many destinations.
 Bilingual country: enjoy Russian and Latvian culture and traditions.
 Seaside resort Jurmala with 33 km of white sandy beaches just 30 minutes away

from Riga.
 Thanks to the untouched natural landscapes it is a perfect spot for ecotourism.

Why Riga?

 Riga’s Old town is a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
 Tourists highly appreciate safe and relaxed environment of the city.
 Everyone has a great option to pick the most interesting recreation activity to do:

clubs, museums, shops, exhibitions, events, sport activities.
 With about 50% of Russian-speaking inhabitants it is a perfect destination to

master Russian language and enjoy Russian culture.
 Riga is an architectural pearl with a unique mix of Gothic churches, medieval

houses in Old Riga, Art Nouveau and wooden buildings.
 A variety of spa centers and luxury procedures may easily whirl heads even for

the most demanding ones.

Did you know that:

 The Latvian flag is one of the oldest in the world dating back to the 13th century.
 According to some sources, the inspiration for Crocodile Dundee may have been

Latvian Arvīds Blūmentāls. Born in Latvia in 1925, he moved to Australia in 1951
and spent years hunting crocodiles in Queensland.
 Around 54 per cent of Latvia is covered by forests, making it one of Europe’s
greenest and environmentally friendly country on planet.
 Mark Rothko (1903 – 1970) known as one of the world’s leading exponents of
abstract expressionism, was born in Latvia.
 Latvia is home to the widest waterfall in Europe: Ventas Rumba, at 110 m (360
ft) wide, though only 2 m high.
 American ballet star Mikhail Baryshnikov (1948) was born in Riga and took his
first steps in art in Riga.
 The coolest gadget of the 20th century – the spy photos camera Minox was
invented in Latvia.
 Latvia has one of the highest rates of fashion models per capita in the world.
See more information, photos and videos about Latvia on www.latvia.travel/en
and www.liveriga.com
Valerie, France: „There are so many interesting places in and around Riga! Riga is the capital of
Latvia and yet it is quiet enough for a relaxing holiday. I especially liked the wooden house districts.
There are many possibilities to practice your Russian: read the local paper, go to the cinema or
theatre… And it is so practical as there is no need for visa!”

Why Durbe?

We highly evaluate quality, reliability and responsibility! You will be in contact
with our welcoming office team from the beginning of your first request until the
end of your studies at the school. We always do the best to support you in any
matters related to your stay in Riga and make it as much positive and comfortable
as possible.
Experience and accreditation. The Education Centre DURBE (Durbe Russian
Language Academy) has more than 20 years of experience in international language
tourism. The school is recognized by the Ministry of Education and Science of Latvia.
To be the accredited member of EAQUALS allows us to be up- to -date with the
latest field trends and guarantees the highest possible quality.
Our teachers. One of the great values of our company are our professional
and harismatic teachers who have significant experience! All teachers are native
speakers who have got the highest degree in education, philology, applied
linguistics and pedagogy.
Evaluation and assessment. On-line placement test and phone interview
before students arrival help to place them in groups according to their Russian
language level. Regular weekly tests are held to monitor students’ progress and
success.
Teaching methods. Teachers use the communicative approach as the most
effective one. It allows the students to acquire the skills necessary for real life
communication. By the help of audio - lingual and direct method the students
develop reading, writing, listening and speaking skills. Teachers do not translate
therefore the learners are surrounded only by the Russian language what allows
them to progress more successfully.
Telc exam centre. An excellent opportunity to prepare and pass Telc exam during
your stay in Riga. With a Telc certificate you can document your language skills and
it has got an international recognition at universities, companies and government
authorities.
Great location. It is located in the very heart of the capital of Latvia- Riga. The
Old Riga, the National Opera House, the central train station, the Central market,
and the majority of urban public transport stops are just within 2-5 minutes walk
from the school.
Friendly premises. 10 bright and air-conditioned classrooms, a cozy student
lounge, free Wi-Fi, hot beverages drink machine, a water dispenser, a library, a
computer room and an information corner.
Daniele, Canada: I was really satisfied with the pace of the lessons. It was intensive enough to
allow myself to progress in one week. I really liked the fact that only Russian was spoken during
classes, making the intensive experience even more interesting and useful.

Internship

Would you like to stay in Latvia for a longer period and fully experience both: living
and working in Latvia?
Apply for the Internship program in Latvia! The internship provides the opportunity
to gain hands-on work experience that you just can not get in the classroom, to
develop both: you workplace skills and increase self-confidence. In order to qualify
for the Internship students need the sufficient Russian language knowledge of
at least A2 level and prior to the start of the program, students have to attend a
minimum four weeks of Russian language course at Durbe RLA.

Some useful tips about Latvia

 National currency in Latvia is EUR.
 One of the most impressive cultural event called The Latvian Song and Dance









Festival what is one of the largest amateur choral and dance events in the world
will take place in 2018 year marking the 100th anniversary of Latvia.
Free high-speed wireless internet is easily accessible in more than 1000 locations
throughout Riga.
Food: The most loved food in Latvia: soup, potatoes and meat. You will be
surprised by the types of soups on offer here: meat, vegetables, milk and even
cold soup with marinated beets and kefir.
Name day’s celebration in Latvia is also very important tradition on a pair with
birthday.
Smoking ban - in clubs, bars, parks and other venues smoking is prohibited.
No smoking at least 10 meters away from the front entrances of schools, public
buildings etc.
Holiday: The most expansive Latvian national holiday is ‘’LIGO’’ (Midsummer
Night) takes place in June 23-24 when the summer solstice is celebrated by
burning bonfires, singing, enjoying beer and cheese.

What to bring from Latvia?

The most popular souvenir - Riga’s Black balsam! It can be used as it is, on the
rocks or mixed with schnapps, or warm in tea, coffee or black currant juice.
Keep warm! Knitted socks and mittens are so beautiful, rich with colorful patterns
and warm. Even if you came from a ‘’far away from frost’’ country – it is so hard to
keep away from acquiring such a colorful souvenir!
Want something special? Taste a unique brown bread! It is delicious not only
with the main meal but also in desserts, yogurts and even ice cream and you may
buy it only in Latvia only.
Malory Corteso, France: My internship in Riga with Durbe RLA brings me so much on a personal
and professional perspective that I would definitely recommend doing an internship abroad. It
develops my social competence skills, enhances my resume and helps me to improve Russian
language.

How to choose a course?

Got a gap? Those students who come to Riga for 1 or 2 weeks and want to get the
most from their study we would definitely advice to take a program with at least
25 but preferably with 30 lessons per week (Mini Group program will be a great
option). If you feel that you need to concentrate on some particular language skills
(grammar, vocabulary, specialized terminology etc) individual lessons in addition
to a group course are highly recommended.
Combine studies with vacation? For Those who come for a longer period and
would like to enjoy both: Russian language study and exploring Riga and Latvia, a
program with 20 or 25 lessons per week would be sufficient. This course will help
to refresh or gain new Russian language knowledge in a more relaxed pace leaving
enough time to enjoy Latvia.
Need a maximum progress in the shortest time? Individual lessons are
very popular within our students as this is the most intensive and effective form of
language learning. That will allow you to concentrate on your linguistic needs. All
individual courses include needs analysis that will help to develop your individual
study plan. The course can cover general, academic, Business Russian, exam
preparation, specialized areas of vocabulary etc.
Want to learn Russian wherever you wish? Skype lessons - a highly effective
and cost-efficient way to study Russian, compared to studying abroad. You may set
your own study hours, day and study intensity.
Are you mature but young in the heart? We have got a special program for
you! Vacation club 50+ is specially designed for students who are looking for both
an exciting vacation and study experience in Latvia.

Latvian language course

Latvian language as one of the EU official languages is also offered by Durbe
RLA. The number of foreigners (members of the Parliament and Government
structures, students, translators, businessmen) who choose to study Latvian has
been steadily increasing. We have a great variety of Latvian language courses to
choose from: Evening Latvian and Business Latvian courses, One-on-one classes
and Conversation club.

Ludwig, Germany: “The school left a very good impression, teachers always motivate you to learn
the language. I continued my studies via Skype lessons with my teacher from Riga. It works better
than expected and it gives me a lot of flexibility!”
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Group courses

While teaching Russian in multinational student groups the communicative
approach is the basic method in use when learners are involved in real
communication, their natural strategies for language acquisition are used and this
allows them to learn how to use the language in different situations outside the
classroom. This method and a text and task-based approach as well as pair and
group work, enables the student to move forward rapidly.
 For adults aged 16+
 Small groups of maximum 8 students (10 during the high season), Mini group

courses max 5 students
 All levels from every Monday, for beginners special starting dates

Standard 20 lessons per week. The course covers all aspects of the language
and aims to develop students’ communicative efficiency in the shortest possible
time.
Intensive 25 lessons per week. In addition to Standard course students will
have extra 5 lessons per week on two afternoons (on three level groups: A1, A1+/A2
and B1/B2) and will master the situational language, discussions, role plays and
social language.
Standard or Intensive + Mini groups. An excellent combination of morning
and afternoon lessons (in total 25 or 30 lessons per week) with opportunity to
gain individual attention from your teacher while improving the Russian language
speaking skills.

Cultural language immersion for groups
(schools, universities, individuals)

The school offers an exciting program for groups all year round! Come to Riga to
study Russian or even Latvian language and have fun during organized amazing
activities and excursions.

Victor, USA: „What I liked the most during Russian language lessons is our instructor. She was able
to quickly tailor her lessons in the areas where we needed the most help. Our group discussions
were always meaningful and our instructor would always encourage us in implementing complex
vocabulary to eloquently express our ideas or opinions.”

Specialized courses

Russian as a Foreign Language Teachers Development course. This
course is for non-native and native speakers of Russian teaching at primary,
secondary or vocational schools, at colleges and universities or at language centers
for adults from Beginner to Intermediate level. The intensity of the course is 15
lessons per week and it takes place in March, June/July and August. It is possible
to combine Russian Teachers Development course with Standard Russian course or
One to one tuition.
One to one 15, 20, 30 or 40 lessons per week. Highly concentrated with
a curriculum targeted specially to your individual needs will help you to achieve
the linguistic goal. All individual courses include needs analysis. You will have the
program according to your Russian language level of knowledge, your preferences,
your professional interests and number of classes you would like to take. Following
One to one modules are on offer: Business Russian, Russian Music, Russian
Literature, TORF or TELC exam preparation.
Tailor-made courses for groups and individuals. All aspects of the program
are defined by the client in consultation with the school. Courses can be constructed
by combining the existing program and modules or a totally new topic can be
developed.
Russian for Military. The course that is both stimulating and wide-ranging
in its content focuses specifically on meeting the language and communication
needs of military personel (cadets, sergeants, military officers, diplomatic staff,
civil servants, government employees). The course is developed on Individual or
Closed Group basis with 10 lessons per module and you may take 1 to 2 modules
per week. Sample of topics: ranks, military transport, weapons, subordination,
army units and branches, engineering, alignments and positions, vehicles and its
maintenance, peacekeeping, defensing and demining, escorting and convoying,
humanitarian aid etc.
Skype lessons - a highly effective and cost-efficient way to study Russian. You
are welcome to arrange skype lessons according to your own schedule and focus on
your individual linguistic needs and goals.

Clarisse, France: “Teacher development course totally met my expectations because I learned a
lot of new and interesting facts about the methods of teaching Russian as a foreign language. I am
confident that in the coming years I will be able to put into practice the most of the provided material.”

Vacation club 50+

It is never too late to start or refresh Russian language. That is why our Vacation club
50+ is specially designed for mature but young-at-heart students who are looking
for both: some study experience and an exciting vacation with amazing cultural
and culinary activities in Latvia.
The safe and calm environment of Riga, with a lot of worthwhile sightseeing places
within easy walking distance, makes this program very attractive for participants
of age 50+ and older. The program keeps students to stay intellectually stimulated
by attending Russian language lessons in the mornings and socially engaged by
exploring the most interesting places of Riga. A weekly full day excursion will allow
students to discover the most beautiful places in Latvia and take a lot of positive
memories back home!
Program includes: 20 Russian lessons per week, Monday walking orientation tour, 2
half-day activities per week, 1 Friday’s restaurant night and 1 full-day excursion per week.

Sample of the program for 1 week
Monday
The Old Town Walking tour. Explore The Old Town with its narrow cobble-stone
streets and goregeous Medieval-era buildings.
Tuesday
Mentcendorff House and National Library of Latvia. The elegant
Mentcendorff house with an amusing interior will take you back to the 18th century.
Then you will visit the majestic National Library of Latvia with a breathtaking
panorama of the Old Town.
Wednesday
Trip to Jurmala and the Theatre of luminous paintings ‘’Inner Light’’.
Jurmala – a seaside resort city with 33 km of white sandy beaches. Let’s explore
the ‘’Inner Light’’ and enjoy the magical beauty of pictures painted in the unique
technique.
Friday
Latvian cuisine recreation centre “LIDO”. You will have a great time with live
music, beer, snacks, authentic interior and costumes!
Saturday
Full-day excursion to the Rundale Palace and Bauska Castle. Rundale
Palace – the greatest Baroque and Rococo art style monument in Latvia! It is
sophisticated beauty will delight even the most experienced spectator! After the
guided tour at Rundale, continue exploring and see the medieval Bauska castle.

Ursula, Gemany: „At the age of 75 it was a great challenge to take part in a Russian language course
in Riga and now I think the course was a great success! We had a good team of teachers and school
staff and learning was fun! I can fully recommend it!”

Accommodation

We know that a carefree and positive accommodation experience in Riga during
your stay is very important moment as it affects your ability to study and improve
the Russian language, explore the city, relax, get new impressions and experience.
If you are an independent person with a passion of gaining new friends or the one
looking for a caring attitude and warm feel-like-home stay in a Russian-speaking
environment, we have a plenty of solutions for you.
Host families. The most popular accommodation type provides a total cultural
and language immersion. We offer both: standard and executive accommodation
options on BB or HB basis with an easy access to the school and city centre. Explore
Russian speaking people everyday habits, enjoy delicious Russian style food and
master language before and after school lessons in an informal atmosphere.
In-house residence. It is located in the same building as the school and is
a perfect choice for students seeking for accommodation just a few steps from
the classroom. The residence with single / double rooms and shared or en-suite
bedrooms, fully fitted kitchen is recommended option for those who want to live
within walking distance to the historical Old Town.
1-2-3 bedroom apartments for a Sole use. The school highly recommends
apartments for sole use for those students who would like extra privacy during their
stay in Riga. Whether you are arriving with your friends, partner or family in our
apartments situated in the school building you can feel as comfortable as at home.
Our premises have fully fitted kitchen and you may book as many rooms as needed:
one or two single rooms, en-suite rooms with a private WC and shower, double room
or even 3-room apartments with a living room. All rooms are very cozy with high
ceilings and a gentle spirit of 19th-century architecture’s atmosphere. Let your family
or friends relax and explore Riga while you are mastering your Russian at school.
Shared flat. The shared flat is in 20- minutes walking distance from the school
or 7 minutes by transport on the main Brivibas street and provides five single
bedrooms, a shared bathroom and a fully fitted kitchen with a large common
space for eating and chatting together. The new interior is decorated in a simple
and functional spirit, wooden floors and furniture create an atmosphere of home
comfort. It is an ideal place to meet people in an international student atmosphere.
A number of cafes and bistros, a grocery shop and even a branch of the Central
Market called „Matisa tirgus” – all this is just a few steps from the shared flat.
Hotel ‘’ Rixwell Irina Hotel’’. The most popular and loved by our students hotel
just 3 minutes away from our school. En-suite rooms, friendly staff and tasty daily
breakfast will make your stay in Riga absolutely carefree.
Hana, Czech Republic: „I recommend staying with a Host Family to everyone. My host mom was
a very pleasant and hospitable woman, caring about me like her own child. The house itself was
beautiful and well-situated, I had my own cozy room with a private bathroom. Frankly, I couldn’t be
happier choosing a Host Family stay.”

TO STUDY RUSSIAN IS:
Zdenka: Challenging!
Elies: Very interesting and easy.
Gianni: Hard and challenging but
satisfying when you progress.

Benoit

I STUDY RUSSIAN BECAUSE:
Zdenka: I like it and need it for my
studies at the university.
Elies: I'm passionate about Russian culture.
Gianni: I like the sound of it.
Erlend: I'm going to Vladivostok
as an exchange student.

Gianni

Elies

Erlend
THE CITY OF RIGA IS:
Benoit: Very pleasant and rich in history.
Elies: Very lively!
Erlend: The most beautiful
city in Eastern Europe.

Zdenka

THE TEACHERS ARE:
Benoit: Friendly and passionate about their work.
Zdenka: Perfect! Good structure of teaching.
Elies: Amazing, they helped me to improve very quickly!
Gianni: Doing their job with heart!
Erlend: Professional but still helpful.

